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A Farm Goes Wild
Derek Gow is a farmer in western England, or at least he was. Now, he’s using his

decades of experience in conservation to return his land to its original state, as a healthy,

biodiverse ecosystem. He’s also breeding native species now rare in Britain for

reintroduction across the country.

Wrought
With timelapse videography of rotting in action, Wrought creates an intimate, immersive

world where decay can be beautiful, tender and even surprisingly human.

Café Y Aves
Coffee farms in Colombia exist in some of the most biodiverse ecosystems on the planet.

However, agriculture is putting pressure on that biodiversity that is causing catastrophic

declines in migratory bird species. Farmers are working alongside Smithsonian

scientists to come up with solutions that will be better for birds AND coffee.

The Future of Healthcare is Farm Fresh!
The Future of Healthcare is Farm Fresh! Working with Chapa De Indian Health, Sierra

Harvest is finding new ways to deliver nutrition education. Featuring Food Love Farm

Summer Camp campers and local physician, Dr. Glenn Gookin, The Future of Healthcare is

Farm Fresh poses the question: what if we could change our children's relationship with

food?

TRT: 9 MINUTES

TRT: 14 MINUTES

TRT: 5 MINUTES

TRT: 20 MINUTES
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Groundwork: A Family Journey into Regenerative Cotton
Follow as the Kahle family breaks the cycle of generational health issues by

revolutionizing their farming practices. Driven by a deep commitment to their family and

community's well-being, the Kahles bring revelatory science practices to combat years

of problematic, status-quo methods of farming.

Abundance: A Farmlink Story
During the largest food crisis in a century, a group of college students catalyze a national

movement to end hunger in the United States. Within months, the project scales larger

than anyone could have imagined and the students find themselves on the front lines of

fighting hunger. As food bank lines grow across the country and college finals approach,

do the students have what it takes to create a long term solution?

Bluebird Sky
Bluebird Sky peeks into the lives of Danny and Annaliese in their second year of

operation in Boulder County, Colorado. Their story is one example of young farmers

entering into this aging profession. The film explores the challenges of making it as

farmers, the value of supporting a local food system, and how to approach long term

change.

TRT: 23 MINUTES

TRT: 16 MINUTES

TRT: 23 MINUTES


